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Abstract
A strong research record on conformity has evidenced that
individuals tend to conform with a group’s majority opinion. In contrast to existing literature that investigates conformity to a majority group opinion against an objectively
correct answer, the originality of our study lies in that we investigate conformity in a subjective context. The emphasis
of our analysis lies on the concept of “switching direction”
in favor or against an item. We present first results from
an online experiment where groups of five had to create
a music playlist. A song was added to the playlist with an
unanimous positive decision only. After seeing the other
group members’ ratings, participants had the opportunity
to revise their own response. Our results suggest different
conformity behaviors for originally favored compared to disliked songs. For favored songs, one negative judgement
by another group member was sufficient to induce participants to downvote the song. For originally disliked songs, in
contrast, a majority of positive judgements was needed to
induce participants to switch their vote.
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Introduction
Social influence and conformity have been studied in faceto-face situations for a long time [32]. While social influence
has been studied in online settings as well [40, 39], conformity has received far less attention [32]. Most online conformity research focuses on conformity to group norms in
online communities (e.g., [35, 28]) or on conformity in expression in online reviews (e.g., [16]). Yet, there are other
forms of online group scenarios that deserve attention. Algorithmic decision-making for groups, for instance, is an
increasingly important topic (e.g., [21, 34].
A special form of algorithmic decision-making for groups
are so-called group recommender systems [26] that compute the most relevant item(s) (e.g., movies to be watched,
vacation packages for the next group holiday) for the whole
group. A particular challenge of group recommenders is to
consolidate the various—possibly contradicting—preferences
of the various group members [26, 13]. While studies investigating conformity typically follow a study design where
participants have to decide between a correct and a wrong
answer, group recommender systems operate on taste,
preferences, and relevance where none of the decisions is
objectively correct or wrong. Yet, conformity in such settings
has not been investigated in depth.
We address this research gap and present first results of
our study on conformity, which is part of our ongoing research on group recommender systems. Our online experiment where groups had to create a music playlist contributes to the following research question: Whether and

how do people conform in a group-decision setting of preferences and taste?
This paper is structured as follows: First, we present the
conceptual basis and discuss related work. Then, we detail
the study design of our online experiment. After reporting
the results, we discuss the findings and implications, and
point to future research.

Conceptual Basis and Related Work
Social influence refers to the change in an individual’s thoughts,
feelings, attitudes, or behavior resulting from the interaction with another individual or a group [37]. Responses
to social influence may take forms of conformity or nonconformity [27]. In this work, we focus on conformity which
is a concept from social psychology and was coined by
Asch [1, 2, 3]. It refers to the phenomenon that individuals
tend to forgo their personal strategy (e.g., opinion, preference) and adopt the conflicting majority variant [36].
Studies on Conformity
In context of conformity, Deutsch and Gerard [9] distinguish
informational and normative influence. Informational influence occurs if an individual adopts the thoughts and
attitudes from the social environment as their own [37].
Frequently, the social environment is used as guidance in
uncertain situations [17] in an attempt to be right [38]. Normative influence, in contrast, describes that an individual
expresses a particular opinion or behavior in order to fit the
given social environment without necessarily holding that
opinion or believing that the behavior is appropriate [37]. In
such cases, conformity is commonly based on a goal of obtaining social approval [32] and motivated by an individual’s
attempt to fit in with a group [38].
The most influential study of conformity goes back to Asch [1,
2, 3]. In his conformity experiments, a significant proportion

of participants (33.3%) revised their individual judgements
to agree with a clearly incorrect, yet unanimous majority.
Asch’s study design (i.e., a line judgement task) was used
by an extensive number of studies (for a meta-analysis
see [4]). Crutchfield [8] took a similar paradigm for investigating conformity, yet removing the face-to-face situation
and varying the tasks to be performed (e.g., including logical tasks and expressions of attitudes). One major finding
of conformity research is that individuals tend to change
their personal judgements and opinions when challenged
by an opposing majority [1, 4].

Sidebar 1:
Computation of Bots
The decisions of the bots
were programmed in such
a way that for the initial
response each bot had a
30% chance to vote for a
song in a similar fashion
as the participant and 70%
chance against. For the
final response, bots were
programmed with a 50/50
chance of only changing in
the sub-scale of their initial
response (i.e., yes/maybe
yes or no/maybe no). For the
bots, no complete switch in
the vote happened.

Studies on Conformity in Online Settings
Results from studies on conformity in computer-mediated
scenarios vary to a great extent. When following the procedure of Asch’s original line judgment task in a computermediated setting, the majority influence disappeared in an
early study [33], whereas the conformity to a majority was
clearly observable in later studies, though demonstrating
lower effects when compared to a face-to-face condition [6].
Furthermore, individuals from collectivistic cultures were
found to manifest greater levels of conformity than those
from individualistic cultures in face-to-face settings [5],
whereas this effect could not be observed in a computermediated setting when using Asch’s study design [6]. Yet,
online studies investigating conformity outside Asch’s paradigm
found similar cultural effects to the ones observed in faceto-face settings. For instance, when writing online reviews,
consumers from collectivistic cultures are less likely to deviate from the average prior rating in their own reviews [16].
Further studies outside Asch’s paradigm have investigated
various forms of conformity in online settings. Results indicate that depersonalization and anonymity may lead to a
more extreme perception of group norms [20] and may encourage individuals to more strongly conform to those [29,

30]. Studies on social media [25, 24] showcased that people tend to adopt the majority’s opinion on social or political
issues. A recent study [38] found that the level of conformity to the majority increased as the difference between the
majority size and the minority size increased. A study with
mixed groups of human and nonhuman agents [15] found
different levels of conformity depending on group composition and task type. Carrying out a task where they had to
judge emotions led to higher levels of conformity with the
group opinion as the number of humans in the group increased. When performing arithmetic operations, such an
effect has not been observed.
Studies on Conformity and Music
Studies on conformity related to music preferences are
scarce. Inglefield [18] (cited in [14]) found that differences
in perceived peer group membership affected changes in
preferences across musical styles. Investigating conformity concerning music preferences, Furman and Duke [14]
found that participants unfamiliar with orchestral music were
significantly influenced by the others’ judgements, whereas
no conformity effect was observed for participants familiar
with such music. With the same study design but for pop
music, in contrast, no such effects have been observed.
In an online music listening setting, a study [12] found that
feedback—irrespective of the source—significantly influenced participants’ judgements, where feedback from other
individuals was more influential than feedback allegedly
based on a computational analysis of the music. Another
study [10] found that popularity influence (i.e., driven by the
overall popularity of an item in the whole community) and
proximity influence (i.e., driven by the popularity of an item
in the immediate social network of friends) are substitutes
for one another. Yet, when both are available, proximity influence dominates the effect of popularity influence.

Figure 1: Screenshot with a
participant’s most played songs
for choosing one seed song.

Sidebar 2:
Spotify API
https://developer.spotify.com/

Social Influence and Recommender Systems
Early work [7] has shown that a system’s recommendations
may affect users’ opinions on the items. Later research
could demonstrate that social influence plays a crucial role
in recommender systems. For instance, people tend to reverse their rating choices when confronted with other people’s ratings, especially when facing a moderate number of
opposing opinions [41].
As social factors play a particularly important role in group
recommender systems [31], there are attempts to come up
with algorithmic mechanisms that account for such factors.
For instance, [11] identify group leaders and give respective
weight to their preferences in a group music recommender.
A work by [22] proposes a conformity modeling technique
to improve the accuracy of rating predictions in a movie
recommender by anticipating conformity dynamics.

Study Design
Sidebar 3:
Configuration of the Popularity Parameter
Song suggestions were provided based on the selected
seed song by using the popularity parameter of 25 or
75. The popularity parameter
switched when participants
provided the same initial
response to a song for five
consecutive times to increase chances of different
initial responses.

In this paper, we present first results of an online experiment where groups of five had to create a group playlist.
A majority size of three is sufficient for the full conformity
impact [1]. To have full control on the group decisions,
the only real person in the group was the participant. Responses of the four bots were calculated given a certain
chance (see Sidebar 1 for details on bots programming).
The study started with an introduction to the purpose of the
study: to investigate how groups of people create music
playlists. After that, we asked participants to provide us access to their Spotify listening history by using the Spotify
API (Sidebar 2). By using the “top” endpoint of the participant’s Spotify account, we were able to retrieve their
top-10 most listened songs. We asked participants to pick
one of the top-10 as a seed song (Figure 1) to find (fictitious) group members with a similar music taste, and to

find songs to suggest for the playlist. We used the selected
seed song to retrieve song suggestions through the “get
recommendations” endpoint. By differing the popularity parameter (Sidebar 3) of the personalization endpoint, we
were able to suggest songs with different chances to be
initially favored or disliked by a particular participant.
The study design required songs that a particular participant would favor for the playlist as well as songs that a participant would dislike. The “get recommendations” endpoint
allowed to retrieve songs aligned (or not) to a particular
participant’s music preferences. A setting with a uniform,
randomly selected set of songs for all participants would not
have accounted for the specific preferences of the participants. Such a setting would have borne a high probability
that many participants would not have encountered a song
that they initially liked; our study design, though, required
any participant to encounter both scenarios—initially liked
and initially disliked songs.
Upon presenting a suggested song for the playlist, participants were asked whether they were familiar with the artist
and the song, and whether they would like to have the respective song as a candidate for the group playlist (Figure 2). The response options were yes, maybe yes, maybe
no, and no. Participants were then put on hold for a random 5–10 seconds for all group members to provide their
anonymous response. While presenting the anonymous
responses of the group members, participants were asked
whether they wanted to change their initial response (Figure 3) and were informed that in the next step all identities
with the corresponding final responses would be revealed.
Displaying the anonymous group responses in the first step
ensured that the study only factors in the concept of “majority size” and that other confounding variables such as
gender of group members (e.g., [38]) are avoided. With re-

Figure 2: Screenshot with
candidate song to be added to
the playlist.

vealing the identities after the final response, we minimized
the depersonalization and anonymity effects observed in
online conformity research (e.g., [29, 30]). After a final decision had been made and the whole group agreed to add
the song to the playlist (i.e., unanimous decision), the song
was added (Figure 4); otherwise, the experiment continued
without adding the respective song. Participants were given
another song to rate until a playlist of 10 songs was created
through an unanimous decision-making with the group (the
study came to an end as well when more than 30 songs
were passed without coming to a consensus of 10 songs for
the playlist).

as well as when considering the group responses through
the interaction effect: F (32, .428) = 6.688, p < 0.0005.
Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed
that after receiving the group response, participants significantly changed their final response to a more negative
one (−.281): p < .0001. Looking at the different combinations in the initial group responses, it seems that at
least one negative response within the group is needed
for participants to change their minds significantly (t(32) =
4.563, p < .0005). Hence, no majority of negative group
responses is needed for participants to change their final
response, but solely one negative response is sufficient.

Results

A second repeated measures ANCOVA was conducted
on the initial negative response (i.e., a no or maybe no response) to adding a song to the playlist. Also in this case
the Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined that mean
responses on a song differed statistically significantly between time points (i.e., before and after presenting the
group responses): F (1, .692) = 68.689, p < 0.0005. Taking into account the group responses, results showed a significant interaction effect as well: F (32, .692) = 18.521, p <
0.0005. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction showed
that participants significantly changed their final response to
positive (1.012): p < .0005. However, when looking at
the different combinations of the initial group responses,
the results show that participants only changed their final
response when there was a majority of votes (i.e., more
than half of the group responses were positive): t(32) =
−2.149, p < .001.

We recruited 96 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk). Participants were selected based on their Human Intelligence Task (HIT) score with at least 1000 HITs
completed and a success rate of 95%. After cleaning the
data based on responses to attention questions, we ended
with 2047 valid responses of 93 participants. Of those responses, 574 responses were initially negative to adding
the suggested song to the playlist and 1473 were positive.
To investigate the conformity effect on the initial responses
of participants, two repeated measure ANCOVAs (one on
the initial positive and one on the initial negative responses)
were conducted to analyze how group responses influence
individuals’ final decision-making.

Figure 3: Screenshot showing
the group’s votes, giving the
participant the opportunity to
revise their voting.

A first repeated measures ANCOVA was conducted on
the songs that participants initially indicated to want them
added to the playlist (i.e., a yes or maybe yes response).
The Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined that mean
responses on a song differed statistically significantly between time points (i.e., before and after presenting the
group responses): F (1, .428) = 35.730, p < 0.0005,

Discussion and Conclusion
Findings and Discussion
The study results indicate different conformity behaviors dependent on a participant’s initial liking of a song. First, if a
participant originally favored a song, only one negative an-

swer (i.e., not wanting to add the song to the group playlist)
from another group member was needed to increase the
probability that a participant would change their final decision (favoring to not favoring the song). Second, in contrast,
if a participant originally voted against a song being added
to the playlist, a majority of positive answers from the other
group members (i.e., at least three of the four other group
members wanted to add the song to the group playlist) was
needed to make the participant change their final decision
(not favoring to favoring the song).

Figure 4: Screenshot showing a
first song added to a group’s
playlist.

The reasons for such behavior have yet to be investigated
in further research. One potential explanation is that the
preference in favor of a particular song is not overly strong,
so that changing one’s mind comes easy. However, in the
study design, only an unanimous decision in favor of a song
would lead to adding it to the playlist; thus, a participant
could keep the positive answer and the song would not be
included in the playlist because of someone else voting
against it. Hence, we speculate that an individual hesitates
to reveal to the group to favor a song that the rest of the
group does not like. Another potential reason in the specific
experiment setting is that there are lots of song alternatives
that could be added to a playlist; in other words, if a favored
song does not make it to the playlist, this does not involve a
high loss because there is a large amount of equally valuable alternatives available.
The need of a majority in favor of a song to flip the judgement of a participant who dislikes the song could be accounted for strong feelings against a particular song. In
contrast to the low loss of a favored song not being added
because of the available alternatives, adding a disliked
song to the playlist involves accepting a high loss. Yet, it
is interesting to observe that a majority in favor of a song
seems to induce participants to take this loss.

Implications
As the switching direction (in favor or against an item) or
the involved loss amount seem to play an important role in
conformity behavior, our work has theoretical implications
for conformity research. Research on conformity following Asch’s paradigm investigates whether people conform
to a majority group opinion against a clear and objectively
correct answer (e.g., lengths of lines). Our experiment using music playlists targets a domain of taste and individual preferences (similar to other domains in entertainment
such as movies or the fashion domain). As our results suggest for the music domain, being in favor of or against an
item leads to different conformity behavior. The study design of our online experiment also differentiates from the
study of conformity in discussions of social issues or in the
political discourse. Typically, research in those domains
investigate conformity in terms of switching between two
mindsets in general (e.g., from a conservative to a liberal
mindset, or other way round) (e.g., [23, 19]). Potentially
the switching direction (e.g., from conservative to liberal),
or the loss amount for accepting or discarding a particular
single issue associated within the one or the other mindset, may play a similar role in those domains. To the best
of our knowledge there is no work that studies conformity
on a more fine-grained level; where not only switching (e.g.,
conservative to liberal in general) is considered, but voiced
opinion changes on single issues (e.g., a specific planned
measure to counteract the climate crisis, to mitigate the unemployment problem, to boost economy) are investigated
separately. The expected loss involved in advocating or not
to such a specific measure may lead to different conformity behavior. Accordingly, differentiated strategies may be
needed to address the different opinions and needs.
Our findings have also implications for recommender systems. Typically, group recommender systems take the group

members’ preferences as given. Only few studies consider that group members may conform with a majority or
an opinion leader. Our findings, though, imply that conformity has to be addressed at on a more fine-grained level,
considering the switching direction or the loss amount. Besides its implications for group recommenders, our findings
may give new direction for sequential recommendations for
individuals as well. For instance, we hypothesize that an
individual is more willing to accept that a preferred item is
not included than accepting a disliked item. If this proves
right, then a sequence or set of recommendations (e.g.,
music playlist) where all included items are perceived as
rather okay would be preferred over a set that may include
the individual’s most favorite item but also some disliked
ones. This perspective would require the development of
novel measures capturing satisfaction with a sequence of
recommendations.
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Future Work
Motivated by these insights, we will continue with an indepth investigation on further factors potentially influencing
conformity. For example, in this study we asked for familiarity questions (artist and song) for the suggested song,
as well as satisfaction questions at the end of the study.
These factors may provide additional insights on the prerequisites of conformity effects. Additionally, we will investigate
cultural differences and further demographics such as gender and age, as these factors have been found influential in
earlier research. Furthermore, we plan to analyze whether
conformity evolves throughout the group-task process.
Having found that the switching direction leads to different conformity behavior in group playlist creation, we deem
worthwhile to investigate whether the direction of opinion
or preference change plays a role in other fields, including versatile topics such as the spread of fake news, po-

litical debate, and nudging effectiveness. The severity of
the expected consequences implied by an opinion change
may play a role in future theoretical and empirical pursuits
around conformity.
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